KITCHEN

- it's a tree story.

TEAM 7
WE WORK HAND IN HAND WITH THE WORLD’S BEST DESIGNER: NATURE.

it’s a tree story.
**PURE SOLID WOOD**

Our kitchens are crafted from solid wood, which creates a healthy cooking environment. No wonder – after all, the trees themselves come from healthy forests. Sustainable forestry has nurtured the wood for decades, and it deserves the greatest care in our craftsmanship. We finish the surfaces with pure natural oil. This retains all the beneficial characteristics of the wood for your home.

We handle the entire production process ourselves, from tree to finished kitchen. That means we can guarantee that our solid wood kitchens are manufactured using environmentally sound methods.

**BENEFICIAL ROOM CLIMATE**

Genuine, open-pored solid wood brings comfort and warmth into your home. It breathes, absorbs humidity and releases it again if the air is dry. This creates a noticeably more pleasant atmosphere in the room. Wood also has a natural anti-static effect and does not attract dust.

**simple day-to-day care**

Wood is naturally used to all sorts of challenges; it is extremely robust. This makes our kitchens especially easy to care for. For day-to-day cleaning all you need is a dry or slightly moist cotton cloth.
QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP

We’ve been making furniture since 1959. This long experience makes itself felt. Every TEAM 7 kitchen is unique: hand built in our workshop by experienced joiners using traditional Austrian artisan craftsmanship. Our knowledge of proper workmanship with wood has been passed on for generations and is your guarantee for the high quality of our products.

durable and hygienic

Cabinets and drawers in our kitchens are fully constructed of natural wood. This gives them the highest level of stability and resilience. Finished exclusively with natural oil, the wood is free from harmful substances and retains its anti-bacterial properties for hygienic food storage.

3-layer technology

In our board factory, we can produce high-quality 3-layer boards that are extremely stable. This technology opens up unique possibilities for design and function.

DESIGN AND INNOVATION

We believe sustainability begins with the design process. After all, people only want to hold on to those things that bring lasting enjoyment. That’s why our designs have a timeless beauty, which we combine with state-of-the-art technology. Our designers and developers work constantly to perfect innovations that ensure the highest level of ergonomic comfort. They have one aim above all: years of cooking enjoyment for you.

top kitchen brand

TEAM 7 kitchens are the test winner of a German-wide consumer survey, as well as the winner in the “design” category. TESTBILD magazine and the statistics portal statista surveyed 5,000 consumers who rated 30 kitchen brands according to quality, longevity, functionality, design and price/performance.
INDIVIDUALLY PLANNED

Every one of our kitchens is designed to incorporate your ideas in detail and to perfectly match your individual needs. A variety of wood types, materials, handles and modern cabinet fittings for the interior allow a wide range of configurations.

What is your favourite colour?

Choose the exact colour you desire for all glass surfaces. The entire colour range of the NCS colours is available to you (surcharge applies).

CUSTOM BUILT TO ORDER

We manufacture to our customers’ requirements, not to stock. Manufacturing exclusively to order allows us maximum flexibility to create your dream kitchen. A comprehensive range of cupboard styles and the option to adjust* heights, widths and depths to your requirements (with no extra charge) means we can plan the layout individually for you – or even design specially for you.

*except where limited by functional fittings
THE FIRST STEP TOWARDS A HEALTHY DIET – A HEALTHY KITCHEN.

The kitchen is often the first step in planning your entire home. We build solid-wood furniture for all living areas and offer sophisticated solutions for open-plan layouts.

Thanks to our individually customised production and the wide selection of styles, all our furniture lines can be combined in any way you wish and coordinated perfectly with each other.
black line

Coloured glass, matt black handles and plinth panels are the key ingredients for the elegance of the black line kitchen. Genuine solid wood makes a fascinating contrast and – together with an open design style – gives black line a particularly inviting appeal.

You can find the video about black line on www.team7-design.com and on YouTube.

extendable table, provides instant extra surface space
handle profiles, ergonomically designed for optimal handling
Flexible design elements allow for detailed refinement of your kitchen design. Optional open or closed styles can provide spaces for decorative accessories or kitchen utensils, giving your kitchen a more relaxed and inviting style.
High-quality sheet steel in anthracite gives the cabinet interior a particularly fine and exclusive appearance. The front and side rails of the pull-out shelves can be made of solid wood in order to match the wood used for the body of the cabinet. This gives it an even more elegant look and more individual style.
Solid wood and ceramic surfaces characterise the design of the filigno kitchen. Defining features include solid wood panels only 12 mm thick, manufactured using the latest 3-layer technology. A mounted ceramic work surface provides the right working height.

You can find the video about filigno at www.team7-design.com and on YouTube.
Like the furniture body, the high-quality cabinet interior is also made of genuine solid wood. Pocket sliding doors can be pushed into the side of the cabinets after opening. This guarantees maximum space to move around and optimal workflow while cooking. Additional work and storage surfaces as well as under-counter appliances can be planned for behind the fronts. These are not visible when the doors are closed, which makes the kitchen look more comfortable.
Ceramic surfaces on selected cupboards and alcove units add fascinating accents to the design. Another appealing feature of this natural material is its enormous resistance to scratching, heat and liquids, which makes ceramic fronts particularly easy to care for.
A versatile shelf system creates the perfect transition into other living areas and provides a place for your useful and beautiful things – ideal for open-plan living areas. Clever additions such as concealed switches and sockets complete this modern kitchen design.
Our linee kitchen offers a wide range of design options: from a simple linear kitchenette to a kitchen-living area with an island feature – it can be perfectly adjusted to your requirements. Numerous innovative design details add to your comfort and enjoyment when cooking.
The **ark** bar stool is available in two heights – a stylish partner for kitchen islands, breakfast bars or counters. The seat shell is covered in high-quality leather or fabric and also comes in two different heights, ensuring lasting comfort. Beautifully handcrafted wooden joints give the elegant base great stability.

**Left bar stool:** wood type oak, Clara 164 fabric, dark brown leather piping  
**Right bar stool:** wood type walnut, black leather with taupe leather piping
wood type: walnut, matt pebble glass
Linee

From classic to modern: the Linee kitchen offers a range of cabinet styles to provide the perfect solution for any space and any taste. Base cabinets with sliding doors make wider format fronts possible, meaning more planning options for your kitchen.

practical shelf elements liven up the kitchen design
drawer inserts, combinable in different widths and depths
lighting systems, alcove units with in-built lighting provide a pleasant ambience and the perfect level of working light.

A perfect combination of materials means our Linee kitchen has everything you need for an individually designed kitchen. The striking extension table provides an additional surface that can be used as a breakfast bar or work surface.

wood type oak, matt taupe glass.
Nifty U-shaped shelves that offer a decorative place for your herbs and spices bring charming and modern freshness into this kitchen. Practical and concealed outlets on the underside of the counter offer smart functionality.
The L1 originates from the Linee kitchen range: it has the same quality, the same appearance, and uses the same types of wood. Only the range of options is limited to selected units and two handle styles. The price benefits that result from this make the L1 an attractive TEAM 7 entry-level kitchen – ideal for first-timers.
wood type walnut, matt bronze glass
The centrepiece of the k7 kitchen is the height-adjustable island unit. The worktop can be adjusted precisely to individual ergonomic requirements – whether as a table, bar or worktop. The lifting mechanism, patented by TEAM 7 and globally unique, operates almost silently.

You can find the video about k7 at www.team7-design.com and on YouTube.
The flush strip pendulum handle is seamlessly integrated into the metal profile on the cupboard fronts and only reveals itself in use. State-of-the-art fittings allow storage space to be used to its full potential and guarantee well-organised contents which can be seen easily.
The loft kitchen is the modern country-style kitchen for those who love wood, enjoy cooking, and who appreciate authentic craftsmanship and natural materials. The open design style gives the loft kitchen a particularly homely atmosphere while offering a perfectly planned environment for enjoyable cooking.

You can find the video about loft at www.team7-design.com and on YouTube.
There is a variety of drawer dividers available which can be combined as you wish and extended any time. Thoughtfully designed lighting systems ensure that your kitchen is brightly lit and has a pleasant ambience.
The loft extension table, available with either an integrated cutlery drawer or a pull-out extension, lets you transform your kitchen into the perfect family meeting place. Versatile alcove elements always keep kitchen utensils and ingredients close at hand.
rondo | wood type beech heartwood, clear glass
Open shelves, cornices, top boards and the gently rounded edges discreetly emphasise the country cottage character of our *rondo* kitchen. Little playful details, alcoves and the elegant bottle rack complete the charm of *rondo’s* style.

The top cabinet with roll door adds flexibility to the design. Solid wood fronts and stainless steel or matt black stainless steel finishes offer a wide range of individual planning options, as do the possible reductions in height, width and depth.

You can find the video about *rondo* at www.team7-design.com and on YouTube.
rondo

Solid wood boards with mitred joints that envelop a natural stone worktop underscore the handcrafted features typical for rondo.

To keep your hands free for cooking, we’ve added a lovingly crafted solid wood stand for your cookbook or tablet.
MATERIALS

Natural materials in our kitchen guarantee a healthy environment for preparing your food. And just as in cooking, the individual design of your kitchen is all about the ingredients. Select from many different types of wood and combine them with high quality coloured glass or ceramic surfaces.

What is your favourite colour?

Choose the exact colour you desire for all glass surfaces. The entire colour range of the NCS colours is available to you (surcharge applies).

types of wood

- Alder
- Beech
- Beech heartwood
- Oak
- Wild oak
- Cherry
- Walnut
- Wild walnut
- Maple white oil
- Oak white oil
- Wild oak white oil

glass colours | gloss or matt

- White (optiwhite)
- Sand (optiwhite)
- Pebble (optiwhite)
- Taupe (optiwhite)
- Sludge (optiwhite)
- Dark brown
- Medium grey (optiwhite)
- Anthracite
- Black
- Pearl (matt only)
- Bronze (matt only)
- Steel (matt only)

ceramic | use: fronts

- Arctic white
- Phedra
- Cement
- Iron moss
- Basalt black

leather colours* | use: ark bar stool, lux bar stool

- White (71018)
- Taupe (72218)
- Dark brown (76024)
- Anthracite (79241)
- Black (79240)

Clara fabric colours | use: ark bar stool

- 983
- 144
- 166
- 248
- 388

*all leather colours (L1) as in TEAM 7 leather swatch fan
**HANDLES**

The original look of every TEAM 7 kitchen is completed with the selection of the matching handle. Whether pendulum handle, strip handle, bar handle or without a handle – functionality and aesthetics combine to make a statement that lends each kitchen its personal flavour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HANDLE</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>oval handle</td>
<td>stainless steel finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>round handle bar</td>
<td>12 mm stainless steel finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>metal handle</td>
<td>stainless steel finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GKU</td>
<td>cubic handle bar</td>
<td>stainless steel finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFU</td>
<td>grip joint</td>
<td>stainless steel finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP-SD, AP-TD</td>
<td>Servo Drive (electric) or touch mechanism (mechanical)</td>
<td>stainless steel finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PES</td>
<td>pendulum handle</td>
<td>stainless steel finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG</td>
<td>pendulum handle</td>
<td>stainless steel finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGU</td>
<td>flush strip handle</td>
<td>stainless steel finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>handle</td>
<td>black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG</td>
<td>strip handle</td>
<td>stainless steel finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF</td>
<td>flush strip handle</td>
<td>stainless steel finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFU</td>
<td>grip joint</td>
<td>stainless steel finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG</td>
<td>pendulum handle</td>
<td>stainless steel finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FG</td>
<td>flush strip handle</td>
<td>stainless steel finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPE</td>
<td>handle</td>
<td>stainless steel finish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Design options:** 7372
WORK SURFACES

For every TEAM 7 kitchen you can select ceramic, quartz or solid wood worktops. Our kitchens can also be combined with many other materials that are suitable as kitchen worktops – such as natural stone. Your TEAM 7 specialist kitchen dealer will be happy to advise you.

**wood**
Pure solid wood has an anti-bacterial effect. It is also extremely robust and easy-care.

**ceramic**
Ceramic has a high level of scratch resistance and is resistant to liquids and heat.

**quartz**
Quartz is durable and its homogenous surface makes it easy to clean.

---

**solid wood worktops**

![Beech](image1)
![Maple White Oil](image2)
![Oak](image3)
![Walnut](image4)

**ceramic worktops**

![Arctic White](image5)
![Phedra](image6)
![Cement](image7)
![Iron Moss](image8)

![Basalt Black](image9)
![Sand](image10)
![Dark Grey](image11)
![Black](image12)

**quartz worktops**

![White](image13)
![Sand](image14)
![Amazon](image15)
![Dark Grey](image16)

![Black](image17)

*This is just a selection of the surfaces available*
DRAWER ORGANISATION

Ingenious accessories create order with system. Width and depth of the drawer divisions can be combined flexibly and extended at any time. Multiple inserts utilise every corner and furthermore preserve all the stored items hygienically and safely.
STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Not a centimetre is wasted here: the custom-made fittings enhance the cooking pleasure. With our storage solutions, your ingredients and cooking utensils are always within easy reach. Here, order and a clear overview are as important as ergonomics.
LIGHTING, ALCOVE UNITS

Bright light for working and dim lighting for relaxing: our LED-lighting systems are dimmable and available in two light colours, cool white or warm white. Various different options for fittings allow optimal use of alcoves and simplify processes during cooking. Optionally, ventilation grids can be fitted in the top board to ensure cross-ventilation. The waste heat from built-in components can dissipate in this way.
SINKS, WASTE SORTING

Sinks assume a central role in the kitchen and highlight the kitchen design. Here, our TEAM 7 kitchen specialist dealers can offer you a lot of options with our wide range of sinks. Additionally, innovative sorting systems for kitchen waste make sure everything stays clean and tidy.
BREAKFAST BARS, EXTENSION TABLES

A range of breakfast bars, counters and extension tables transform your kitchen into a popular meeting place to share breakfast or snacks. Our matching bar stools and chairs provide first class seating comfort.
**ERGONOMICS**

Ergonomics has the highest priority in TEAM 7 solid wood kitchens. Individualised layout options and our made-to-measure, made-to-order production means we can fit your kitchen perfectly to your ergonomic needs.

**height chart**

Find your ergonomically optimal working height by bending your elbows to 90 degrees and measuring 15 cm downwards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>your height</th>
<th>working height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

from 190 cm

**counter and bar height**

For a comfortable sitting position set the bar height approximately 30 cm above the seat height of your bar stool.

**k7 kitchen island**

Most comfortable working conditions for every activity – thanks to the infinitely height-adjustable worktop.

**FRONT AND BODY DIMENSIONS**

Attractive, technically mature ideas to suit every requirement: with the numerous front and body dimensions, every TEAM 7 kitchen can be perfectly adapted to your personal and architectural requirements.

**TEAM 7 body system**

All dimensions in cm. With a 4 cm worktop: applies to both diagrams.

**type overview**

You will find the different versions of our cabinet types at www.team7-design.com in the kitchen area.

**service and quality certificate**

You will find important information on typical material properties and care of the TEAM 7 solid wood furniture in our service and quality certificate at www.team7-design.com/en/service/service-and-quality-certificate
A VARIETY OF PLANNING OPTIONS

Did we whet your appetite with our planning examples? You can create your own dream kitchen – choose the model, size, type of wood and colours according to your wishes. Our consultants will be happy to assist you with your planning. Only then do we start producing your custom made TEAM 7 solid wood kitchen.

black line
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wood type walnut, matt black glass, smoked glass
GPS handles, via lattea natural stone worktop

pages 12–17

filigno
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wood type oak white oil
GPE handles, phedra ceramic worktop and fronts

pages 20–27

linee
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wood type oak, matt medium grey glass
GPE handles, atlantic stone natural stone worktop

pages 28–33

wood type walnut, matt pebble glass
FG handles, sanddorn quartz worktop

pages 26–29

wood type oak, matt taupe glass
GKE handles, pergamon quartz worktop

pages 40–41

k7
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wood type wild walnut, smoked glass
MG handles, brown silk natural stone worktop

pages 54–59

wood type wild oak, satin finish glass
MG handles, carrageen green natural stone worktop

pages 60–63

loft
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wood type wild walnut, matt bronze glass
GKE handles, unsui suede quartz worktop

pages 46–47

wood type alder, matt white glass
FG handles, nero africa impala natural stone worktop

pages 42–45

wood type beech heartwood, matt bronze and matt dark brown glass
GKE handles, unsui suede quartz worktop

pages 64–67

rondo
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wood type beech heartwood, clear glass
GO handles, tobacco brown, satin-finish natural stone worktop

pages 46–49
WE ARE DEDICATED TO CREATING FURNITURE THAT’S JUST AS UNIQUE AS WOOD ITSELF.

⇒ it’s a tree story.

simple day-to-day care

Our oiled solid wood surfaces are not only pleasant to the touch – they also hold up well with daily use. Day-to-day cleaning just needs a dry or slightly dampened cotton cloth.

product care and repair

The open-pore finish of our wooden surfaces means even small dents or scratches can be easily treated. Even the traces of many years of use can be removed: sand it down, apply oil, and you’re done. Your kitchen will look like new.

conservation of resources

Shopping with the right attitude. Contrary to the current trends toward global sourcing, we have always relied on regional partners and suppliers. This ensures short transport routes and avoids unnecessary emissions of harmful substances. Plus, our regional, carefully selected supplier network means more flexibility for our customers. And this not only conserves nature, it also preserves our independence.

ecolabel

The Austrian ecolabel shows that the wood we use comes from sustainable forestry and contributes to a healthy living environment due to its special surface treatment. The Austrian ecolabel is also a mark of high-quality products that excel in durability, serviceability, safety and comfort in daily use.

ISO, EMAS, GS

The EMAS certificate is proof of our sustainable production, efficient use of resources and that we comply with the applicable environmental laws. As an ISO-certified company, we stand for the implementation of internationally applicable standards in the areas of environment, quality and safety. Our kitchen range is also GS-certified, which guarantees maximum safety.

test lab

This means that, even in the development phase, we test the function, ergonomics, stability and safety of our products comprehensively in our own laboratory, over thousands of cycles. TEAM 7 offers only tailor-made furniture – with perfected technology and function.

supply chain

From tree to finished furniture: it’s in our hands.

conservation of resources